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Who is Tingle Tree Group

Tingle Tree Group are a consulting firm that help accelerate business success, and maximize 
customer value through service strategy, streamlined processes, leading technology and real life insight.

Product Service

Tingle Tree Group partner with some of the leading Service Management and Customer Service 
Technology Companies such as ‘Service Now’ to provide a combination of Customer Service Consulting,
and Integration Services which help their customers to create new efficiencies, cut costs, and improve
overall customer service. 

The Campaign

Matt Cowan Prospecting and Tingle Tree Group commenced on a B2B lead project campaign 
during October 2016. The purpose of the project, was for Matt Cowan Prospecting to deliver qualified 
prospect appointments and leads for Tingle Tree Group which would be qualified even further by Tingle 
Tree Group to ultimately close into new business and drive the business bottom end 

Campaign Execution

Matt Cowan Prospecting started talking to Tingle Tree back in early 2016 when the business was 
relatively new; Tingle Tree was Matt Cowan Prospecting’s first client, so given the increased level of 
risk for Duncan Troup (Owner of Tingle Tree Group) it was critical for Matt Cowan to create a campaign
that drove results, pushed for success, and delivered a positive ROI for the client. 

Who are we Targeting? 

The first challenge we needed to address was the target data; who are we targeting, do we continue 
to target existing industries such as Universities for which Tingle Tree have proven success, or do we go 
for a whole new Industry all together. 

THE SOLUTION
Matt Cowan Prospecting and Tingle Tree Group worked together to create a set target list; with 
Matt Cowan Prospecting spending campaign days sourcing over 200 contacts for Tingle Tree Group, 
from web based sources and entering directly into the corporate CRM ready for the campaign.

Understanding the Pitch?

Tingle Tree Group is a unique company that provides consulting that is very personal to Duncan 
Troup the CEO, this made the pitch somewhat challenging to articulate over the phone to the same 
extent has the creator of the business.

THE SOLUTION
Matt Cowan Prospecting spent time creating a detailed script which was passed back and forth 
several times between both businesses until the pitch contained the right content to deliver the 
business message. Matt Cowan relied on his many years of sales experience in creating a pitch that 
articulated the client’s offerings in the most effective way.
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Driving Results

Prior to the campaign execution; Matt Cowan Prospecting and the client agreed to a set number of
meetings (leads), and market that would be delivered at the end of the campaign. It was imperative
that team delivered these promises by making sure the campaign was carefully structured, and
maintained to drive results for Tingle Tree Group.

THE SOLUTION
The team delivered the results as planned with the client by making sure they a) stayed disciplined
always with hitting the phones for at least 4 hours a day b) Provided constant feedback to Tingle Tree
Group daily so the campaign could be set to trigger even greater results, and c) Constantly pushed for
innovation tactics (prospect research, strategic targeting, etc.) which drove new tactics for the campaign
success.

The Results

The fi rst campaign generated over 322 calls, with over 211 contacts called within 
150 large T1, & T2 companies in the Education, Utility, Energy, Government, and 
Services sectors. Matt Cowan Prospecting generated over 8 meetings with C-Level 
Executive arranged via face to face meetings, and conference calls, with over 15 Interest 
leads, and follow ups for Tingle Tree Group to pursue once the campaign had fi nalized. 

Overall Assessment

While the numbers may not be Jaw-Breaking, this was the fi rst sales initiative carried out by Tingle 
Tree Group, and with the campaign being designed from the ground up from day one, with constant 
communication fl owing across all parties involved. We all agreed that the campaign produced the right
results as fi rst set out within the early stages of the campaign design.

Repeat Campaigns

Feedback from Tingle Tree Group has been very positive, and because of the professionalism, 
and care taken to design an effective campaign which met strict expectations set from

Tingle Tree Group: Customer Service Consulting, and Technology Provider
“Matt is a diligent and committed virtual business development executive who 
generated quality leads for Tingle Tree in a short period. i valued his transparency 
and tenacity and would not hesitate to recommend him for similar briefs in future”

Duncan Troup
Founder & CEO
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